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		The original Sakai software descended from work by Indiana University, Massachusetts
	
		Institute of Technology, Stanford University, University of Michigan, uPortal, and the
	
		Open Knowledge Initiative. Lots of the original code came from University of Michigan’s
	
		framework, known as CHEF, the CompreHensive collaborativE Framework.
	
		(Programmers do love to stretch their acronyms.) As the new shared infrastructure
	
		matured, a joke ran through the community that this was Iron Chef, a reference to the
	
		Japanese competitive cooking show. It seemed right on the surface: this collaboratively
	
		built framework was stronger, smarter, faster, and more international than any of the
	
		preceding single-institution systems. It also felt right as an observation of the community
	
		in development: programmers and academics coming together across varied institutional
	
		cultures interacting in some highly formalized ways to duke it out over which
	
		implementation choice was best. Who would win the challenge? An established programmer
	
		from a long-committed university or a smart upstart designer from a tiny
	
		consulting firm? The software was ultimately named for the “King of Iron Chefs,” Hiroyuki
	
		Sakai, with hope that it would be the winningest of all education and collaboration
	
		frameworks.
	


	
		After a couple of years, an effort to rewrite the backend services was undertaken. This
	
		started out as the kernel rewrite effort, morphed into the kernel rearchitecture effort,
	
		then got clear enough that it became two separate but aligned efforts called kernel 1
	
		and kernel 2. A major user interface redesign was undertaken at the same time, addressing
	
		both the user interaction and user experience layers. Because the production
	
		version was numbered in the 2s, work on the next generation of the frontend of Sakai
	
		became variously known as Sakai 3 and 3akai (pronounced three-ak-EYE). It got maddeningly
	
		confusing to talk about Sakai 2 on K1 as distinguished from 3akai-ux on K2.
	
		The kernel team resolved on nakamura as the name for the backend services. This name
	
		benefitted from referring both to an Iron Chef, Koumei Nakamura, and to the first
	
		Japanese national to scale K2, Shoji Nakamura. Let it never be said that Sakai programmers
	
		don’t love the act of naming.
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VoIP Handbook: Applications, Technologies, Reliability, and SecurityCRC Press, 2008
The number of worldwide VoIP customers is well over 38 million and thanks to popularity of inexpensive, high quality services such as skype is projected to increase to nearly 250 million within the next three years. The future of voice transport has officially arrived.
The VoIP Handbook: Applications, Technologies, Reliability, and...
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The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 3John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The only comprehensive guide to every Internet topic-from ActiveX to XBRL
The definitive, three-volume Internet Encyclopedia covers every aspect of the Internet for professionals. This up-to-date compendium offers a broad perspective on the Internet as a business tool, an IT platform, and a medium for communications and commerce. It presents...
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Underwater Acoustic Networking Techniques (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2012

	This literature study presents an overview of underwater acoustic networking. It provides a background and describes the state of the art of all networking facets that are relevant for underwater applications. This report serves both as an introduction to the subject and as a summary of existing protocols, providing support and inspiration...
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Multimedia Signals and Systems (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2002

	Multimedia Signals and Systems is primarily a technical introductory level multimedia textbook, including problems, examples, and MATLAB® codes. It will be a stepping-stone for readers who want to research in audio processing, image and video processing, and data compression.


	This book will also be useful to readers who...
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Why Women Should Rule the WorldHarper Perennial, 2008
What would happen if women ruled the world?
 Everything could change, according to former White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers. Politics would be more collegial. Businesses would be more productive. And communities would be healthier. Empowering women would make the world a better place—not because women are the same as men, but...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A Guide to Managing & Troubleshooting PCs Lab Manual, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		115+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analysis tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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